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Abstract—Next generation cellular networks will consist of
multiple tiers of cells and users associated with different net-
work tiers may have different priorities (e.g., macrocell-picocell-
femtocell networks with macro tier prioritized over pico tier,
which is again prioritized over femto tier). Designing efficient
joint power and admission control (JPAC) algorithms for such
networks under a co-channel deployment (i.e., underlay) scenario
is of significant importance. Feasibility checking of a given
target signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) vector is
generally the most significant contributor to the complexity of
JPAC algorithms in single/multi-tier underlay cellular networks.
This is generally accomplished through iterative strategies whose
complexity is either unpredictable or of O(M3), when the well-
known relationship between the SINR vector and the power
vector is used, where M is the number of users/links. In this
paper, we derive a novel relationship between a given SINR vector
and its corresponding uplink/downlink power vector based on
which the feasibility checking can be performed with a complexity
of O(B3+MB), where B is the number of base stations. This is
significantly less compared to O(M3) in many cellular wireless
networks since the number of base stations is generally much
lower than the number of users/links in such networks. The
developed novel relationship between the SINR and power vector
not only substantially reduces the complexity of designing JPAC
algorithms, but also provides insights into developing efficient but
low-complexity power update strategies for prioritized multi-tier
cellular networks. We propose two such algorithms and through
simulations, we show that our proposed algorithms outperform
the existing ones in prioritized cellular networks.
Index Terms—5G cellular, multi-tier prioritized networks,
underlay channel access, power and admission control, SINR
assignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
To satisfy the ever-increasing demand from the new wireless
applications and services such as 3D HD multimedia, VOIP,
broadband internet services, HDTV, the fifth generation (5G)
wireless communications technologies are being developed,
which are expected to attain much higher mobile data volume
per unit area, longer battery life, and reduced latency [1].
5G cellular wireless networks are expected to be a mixture
of network tiers with different sizes, quality-of-service (QoS)
requirements, transmit power levels, backhaul connections,
and different radio access technologies. Fig. 1 shows an
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instance of such a four-tier wireless network in which a
macrocell with a wide coverage area coexists with several
picocells and several in-house femtocells together with a set
of device-to-device (D2D) communication links. In such a
multi-tier network, a priority level may also be assigned to
each network tier so that admission of users in some tiers is
prioritized over that in other tiers. For example, the macro
tier, where the base stations (BSs) are installed in a planned
manner, may have a higher priority compared to the femto
tier where the BSs could be installed in an unplanned manner
by the users. Again, the priority of the D2D tier may be
lower than both the macro and pico tiers so that the D2D
links do not cause QoS violations of the cellular links. As
another example, a cellular network serving cognitive radios
may be considered as a prioritized two-tier network in which
the primary radio network (PRN) serving the primary users
(PUs) is the high-priority tier while the secondary network or
the cognitive radio network (CRN) serving a set of secondary
users (SUs) is the low-priority tier. Therefore, admission of
any of the SUs should not cause any QoS violation of any
of the PUs. Depending on the operator’s perspective, different
number of priority levels may be considered.
Prioritized wireless networks may be employed using either
overlay or underlay dynamic spectrum access strategies. In
the overlay spectrum access strategy, links are assigned with
orthogonal channels (e.g., frequency bands). The channels
which are unused by high-priority users are detected and
exploited by low-priority users. In the underlay scenario, the
entire frequency spectrum is shared by all of the users and thus
the admission of each user causes interference to other users.
Therefore, the interference caused by low-priority users must
be controlled through power control strategies such that high-
priority users are protected (i.e., achieve their target signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratios [target-SINRs]). In this paper,
we consider an underlay system model wherein all users
operate in a single shared channel.
Ideally, it is desirable to satisfy the QoS requirements (e.g.,
target-SINRs) of all users in the network. However, in an
infeasible system, where all users may not be simultaneously
supported with their target-SINRs, it is generally desirable to
devise a joint power and admission control (JPAC) algorithm
that protects the maximum number of users by considering
their admission priority levels (e.g., in a prioritized two-tier
CRN, the algorithm must protect all PUs, if possible, together
with maximum number of admitted SUs). However, finding
the maximum feasible set of prioritized users (i.e., the set with
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2maximum cardinality) is generally an NP-hard problem ([2],
[3]). It requires an exhaustive search through all possible sub-
sets of prioritized admitted users, leading to an unaffordable
computational complexity in large-scale systems. Therefore,
the existing algorithms look for sub-optimal solutions. For
example, in [3]–[7], several JPAC algorithms are proposed
to obtain sub-optimal solutions to the problem of finding the
maximum feasible set of users in single-tier networks. In [8],
a distributed algorithm is introduced to minimize the total
transmit power of primary and secondary links using antenna
arrays. In [9]–[19], several centralized and distributed JPAC
algorithms are proposed for two-tier CR networks to obtain
sub-optimal solutions to the problem of finding the maximum
feasible set of supported SUs subject to the constraint that all
PUs are protected. Considering a higher priority for macrocell
users, in [20]–[22], the problem of finding the maximum
feasible set of femtocell users is investigated in two-tier
macrocell-femtocell networks.
There are two major issues related to the existing maxi-
mum feasible set JPAC algorithms in the literature. First, the
computational complexities of the existing feasibility checking
mechanisms are large, and therefore, may not be suitable for
large-scale networks (e.g., dense multi-tier cellular networks).
Besides, the existing JPAC algorithms in the literature support
a maximum of two priority levels. In this context, the main
contributions of our paper can be stated as follows.
• The admission of a subset of users in the network is only
possible if the corresponding power vector resulting in
the target-SINRs of the admitted users is feasible (i.e.,
the corresponding transmit power of each link is non-
negative and limited to the maximum allowed threshold).
Feasibility checking of a given SINR vector is generally
the most significant contributor to the complexity of JPAC
algorithms in single/multi-tier underlay cellular networks.
This is generally accomplished through iterative strategies
(e.g., [10], [14], [17], [23]) whose complexity is either
unpredictable1, or of O(M3), when the well-known re-
lationship between the target SINR vector and the power
vector (e.g., [18], [19], [24]) is used, where M is the
number of users/links. Recently a low-complexity central-
ized feasibility checking mechanism has been proposed
in [13], however the derived relations are only applicable
to a cognitive radio network having only one primary
and one secondary base station. In this paper, we derive
novel relationships between a given SINR vector and its
corresponding uplink/downlink power vector, based on
which the feasibility checking can be performed with a
complexity of O(B3 +MB), where B is the number of
BSs. For many existing cellular networks at high traffic
loads, this is considerably smaller than O(M3) since each
BS serves several users in its coverage area. Therefore,
1The complexity of any iterative algorithm is related to the number of
iterations required for that algorithm to converge. However, this is not known
in advance or may not easily be calculated for iterative power control
algorithms due to the variety of parameters that affect the convergence time
of these algorithms. For example, path-gains for all users, noise powers,
target-SINR values and even the precision of the convergence error affect
the convergence time.
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Fig. 1. A four-tier network consisting of a macrocell together with several
picocells and femtocells and a set of D2D links.
the developed relationships between the SINR and power
vector substantially reduce the complexity of designing
JPAC algorithms, and it also provide insights into de-
veloping new low-complexity and efficient power update
strategies for prioritized multi-tier cellular networks.
• While there exist many JPAC algorithms in the literature
for non-prioritized single-tier networks (e.g., [3]–[7]), pri-
oritized two-tier CRNs (e.g., [8]–[19]), and hierarchical
two-tier macrocell-femtocell networks (e.g., [20]–[22]),
there exist very few research studies on prioritized multi-
tier networks (e.g., see [25]). Based on the obtained
relationships between SINR and power vector (for uplink
and downlink communication scenarios), we devise two
efficient but low-complexity centralized JPAC algorithms
for prioritized multi-tier cellular networks. To the best of
our knowledge, these are the first algorithms proposed
in the literature for finding the maximum feasible set of
users for prioritized multi-tier networks supporting more
than two priority levels. Regardless of the number of pri-
ority levels, the complexities of our proposed algorithms
are far below those of related existing algorithms. We
show through simulations that the performance of our
algorithms is superior to that of existing ones in terms
of average outage ratio of low-priority users (i.e., the
ratio of the number of low-priority users who have not
obtained their desired QoS to the total number of low-
priority users).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we describe the system model. A formal statement of the
problem is given in Section III. The novel feasibility checking
mechanism is obtained in Section IV based on which our JPAC
algorithms are proposed and studied in Section V. Numerical
results and conclusions are finally given in Sections VI and
VII, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Consider underlay uplink/downlink transmission links in a
prioritized multi-tier cellular wireless network consisting of
M users denoted by M = {1, 2, ...,M}, B BSs denoted by
B = {1, 2, ..., B}, T tiers denoted by T = {1, 2, ..., T}, and K
admission priority levels denoted by K = {1, 2, ...,K}. Each
user i ∈ M is assigned with a BS bi ∈ B, each BS b ∈ B
3belongs to a tier tb ∈ T and each tier t ∈ T has an admission
priority kt ∈ K where kt = 1 and kt = K correspond to
the case where tier t is with the highest and lowest admission
priorities, respectively. We assume that association of users to
the BSs is such that it does not violate the backhaul constraints
of the BSs. Also, we assume that each user is associated with
only one network tier and all the users in a network tier have
the same admission priority. In order not to lose the generality,
we consider that a subset of tiers may be assigned to the same
admission priority level; therefore, we have K ≤ T , and thus
for the case where each tier is assigned a unique admission
priority, we have K = T . Also, let MBm, MTn , and MKq
denote the subset of users associated with BS m ∈ B, tier
n ∈ T and admission priority q ∈ K, respectively, i.e.,
MBm = {i ∈M| bi = m}, (1)
MTn = {i ∈M| tm = n, where m = bi}, (2)
and
MKq = {i ∈M| kn = q, where n = tbi}. (3)
Similarly, let BTn denote the subset of BSs associated with tier
n ∈ T and BKq denote the subset of BSs whose users have the
admission priority q ∈ K, i.e.,
BTn = {b ∈ B| tb = n}, (4)
and
BKq = {b ∈ B| ktb = q}. (5)
We model the wireless fading environment by large-scale path-
loss and shadowing. The channels between different links
experience independent fading and the network operates in
a slow fading environment.
A. Uplink System Model
At any given snapshot in time, let pi be the transmit power
of user i and assume that hmi denotes the uplink path-gain
from user i toward BS m ∈ B (e.g., hbji is the uplink path-gain
between user i and the BS that user j is associated with). The
noise at BS m is considered to be zero-mean additive white
Gaussian whose power is denoted by Nm. The transmit power
pi is always limited to a maximum value denoted by pmaxi (i.e.,
pi ∈ [0, pmaxi ]). Considering the receivers to be conventional
matched filters, for any given uplink transmit power vector p
(p =[p1, p2, ..., pM ]T), the total uplink interference plus noise
caused to user i at its receiver is Ii =
∑
j∈M,j 6=i
hbijpj +Nbi and
thus the normalized2 uplink SINR of user i at its BS denoted
by γi is
γi(p) =
hbiipi∑
j∈M,
j 6=i
hbijpj +Nbi
, ∀i ∈M. (6)
2In a general radio transmission scenario (which includes spread-spectrum
transmission), the actual SINR for each user is the normalized SINR multiplied
by the processing gain.
Given an uplink SINR vector γ = [γ1, γ2, ..., γM ]T, we can
rewrite (6) in matrix form and obtain the corresponding power
vector p as
p(γ) =
(
I− F(γ))−1U(γ), (7)
where I is an M ×M identity matrix, and U(γ) is an M × 1
column vector wherein Ui =
γiNbi
hbii
and F(γ) is M×M matrix
with Fij = 0 for any i = j and Fij =
γihbij
hbii
for any i 6= j.
Definition 1: An uplink SINR vector γ is said to be feasible
if it belongs to the set of feasible SINR vectors Fγ , where
Fγ = {γ|0 ≤ pi(γ) ≤ pmaxi , ∀i ∈M}. (8)
B. Downlink System Model
In the downstream communication scenario, at any given
snapshot in time, let p˜i be the power level for the signal
transmitted toward user i by the BS serving user i and assume
that h˜im denotes the downlink path-gain from BS m ∈ B
toward user i (e.g., h˜ibj is the downlink path-gain between
the BS, that user j is associated with, toward user i).
Let P˜m be the total transmit power of BS m ∈ B, i.e.,
P˜m =
∑
j∈MBm
p˜j . (9)
The aggregate transmission power of each BS m ∈ B is limited
to a maximum threshold P˜maxm (i.e., P˜m ≤P˜maxm ,∀m ∈ B).
Consider N˜i to be the noise power of user i, which is assumed
to be zero-mean additive white Gaussian. Considering the
receivers to be conventional matched filters, for any given
downlink transmit power vector p˜ (p˜ = [p˜1, p˜2, ..., p˜M ]T),
the total downlink interference plus noise at user i is
I˜i =
∑
m6=bi˜himP˜m + N˜i =
∑
j∈M,j 6=i˜
hibj p˜j + N˜i and thus the
downlink SINR of user i denoted by γ˜i is
γ˜i(p˜) =
h˜ibi p˜i∑
j∈M,
j 6=i
h˜ibj p˜j + N˜i
, ∀i ∈M. (10)
For any given downlink SINR vector γ˜ = [γ˜1, γ˜2, ..., γ˜M ]T,
the corresponding power vector p˜ is obtained from (10) as:
p˜(γ˜) =
(
I− F˜(γ˜))−1U˜(γ˜), (11)
where I is an M ×M identity matrix, and U˜(γ˜) is an M × 1
column vector wherein U˜i = γ˜iN˜i
h˜ibi
, and F˜(γ˜) is an M ×M
matrix with F˜ij = 0 for any i = j and F˜ij =
γ˜ih˜ibj
h˜ibi
for any
i 6= j.
Definition 2: A downlink SINR vector γ˜ is said to be
feasible if it belongs to the set of feasible SINR vectors F˜γ˜ ,
where
F˜γ˜ = {γ˜| p˜i(γ˜) ≥ 0,∀i ∈M and∑
i∈MBm
p˜i(γ˜) ≤ P˜maxm , ∀m ∈ B}. (12)
4III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In what follows, we first state the problem of uplink
JPAC for prioritized multi-tier wireless networks and then we
present a similar problem statement for the downlink network
model. After stating the problems, we clarify how the existing
solutions lead to relatively high-complexity algorithms due
to the complexity of feasibility checking of SINR vectors.
Then we show how to reduce the complexity of JPAC algo-
rithms through devising low-complexity feasibility checking
mechanisms for uplink and downlink transmission scenarios
in cellular networks.
A. Uplink Case
For a given modulation scheme and a given maximum tol-
erable bit-error-rate (BER), the minimum allowed data rate for
each user i ∈M corresponds to a minimum acceptable SINR
for that user (known as the uplink target-SINR denoted by
γtari ). For any uplink power vector p, the priority constraints
force that if some user is provided with its target-SINR, all
users having higher priorities are also provided with their
target-SINRs. Let Gp be the space of uplink power vectors
for which the priority constraints hold, i.e.,
Gp={p|if ∃i ∈MKq for any 1 < q ≤ K s.t. γi(p) ≥ γtari
then γj(p) ≥ γtarj for each q′ < q and j ∈MKq′}. (13)
Given an uplink power vector p, let S(p) denote the set of
users who attain their desired target-SINRs, i.e.,
S(p)={i∈M|γi(p) ≥ γtari } . (14)
For any given target-SINR vector γtar =
[γtar1 , γ
tar
2 , . . . , γ
tar
M ]
T, it is desirable to obtain an uplink
power vector p (where 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmaxi ,∀i ∈ M) for which
the maximum possible number of users are provided with
their target-SINRs while all the priority constraints hold as
well. Therefore, we formally state the problem of finding
the maximum feasible set of users (i.e., the feasible set with
maximum cardinality) in uplink prioritized multi-tier wireless
networks as the following optimization problem:
maximize
p
|S(p)|
subject to 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmaxi , ∀i ∈M,
p ∈ Gp, (15)
where |.| denotes the cardinality of the corresponding vector.
The first and second constraints correspond to the feasibility
of the power vector and priority constraints, respectively.
The optimal solution to the above problem is not gener-
ally unique, i.e., there may be many transmit power vectors
belonging to the set of solutions of (15). To show this,
consider a system with two active users wherein user 1 is
associated with a BS in a higher priority tier compared to
that of user 2. Fig. 2 shows a 2-D space whose x axis and y
axis are the transmit power levels of users 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The solid lines are f1(p1, p2) = p1h11γ̂1 − p2h12 − σ21
and f2(p1, p2) = p2h22γ̂2 − p1h21 − σ22 . Fig. 2(a) shows the
case where both users can be supported with their desired
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. System with two users where user 1 is of higher admission priority.
target-SINRs (i.e., for all power vectors p located in the solid-
filled region we have γ1(p) ≥ γ̂1 and γ2(p) ≥ γ̂2, or corre-
spondingly, f1(p1, p2) ≥ 0 and f2(p1, p2) ≥ 0). In Fig. 2(b), it
is seen that it is not possible to serve both users simultaneously
while satisfying their QoS requirements, however since user
1 is of higher priority, all feasible power vectors for which
γ1(p) ≥ γ̂1 (all points located in the solid-filled region of this
figure) correspond to the solution of (15).
Among all power vectors corresponding to the solution of
(15), we are specially interested in obtaining the ones that
correspond to the minimum aggregate transmit powers of
the users. Such optimal transmit power vectors ensure that
supported users exactly meet their target-SINRs (i.e., equality
in (13) holds for the second constraint in (15)). To characterize
these optimal solutions, the optimization problem in (15) can
be transformed into an SINR assignment problem as explained
below.
Consider the SINR assignment problem where each user i
may be assigned an SINR γi ∈ {γtari , 0}, where γi = γtari
means that user i is included in the set of active supported
users, and γi = 0 means that the potentially non-supported
user i is removed (i.e., its transmit power is zero) so as not
to cause any extra interference to other users3. Let Tγ be the
space of SINR vectors that may be assigned to the users, i.e.,
Tγ =
∏
i∈M
{γtari , 0}, (16)
and similar to (13), let Gγ be the space of SINR vectors for
which the priority constraints hold, i.e.,
Gγ = {γ|if ∃i ∈MKq for any 1 < q ≤ K s.t. γi ≥ γtari
then γj ≥ γtarj for each q′ < q and j ∈MKq′}. (17)
Also, let A(γ) ⊂ M be the subset of users assigned with
non-zero SINR values referred to as the admitted users (i.e.,
A(γ) = {i ∈ M|γi > 0}). We modify the power alloca-
tion problem in (15) to the following SINR assignment and
3The proposed admission control method is for service types for which a
minimum acceptable target-SINR (or equivalently, target-data-rate) must be
satisfied for all active users in the system.
5admission control problem:
maximize
γ∈Tγ
|A(γ)|
subject to γ ∈ Fγ ∩Gγ , (18)
where Fγ and Gγ are given in (8) and (17), respectively.
Proposition 1: The SINR vector obtained from (18) corre-
sponds to a minimal4 power vector of the set of solutions of
(15).
Proof: It can be proved by taking the steps similar to
those for the proof of Proposition 1 in [13].
Proposition 1 states that the optimal SINR vector given
by the optimization problem in (18) results in the minimum
aggregate transmit power required for the maximum feasible
set of prioritized users obtained from the optimization problem
in (15).
B. Downlink Case
Let γ˜tari be the downlink minimum acceptable SINR (down-
link target-SINR) of user i. Similar to (18), the problem of
SINR assignment and admission control for finding the max-
imum feasible set of prioritized users in multi-tier downlink
communication model is stated as
maximize
γ˜∈Tγ˜
|A(γ˜)|
subject to γ˜ ∈ F˜γ˜ ∩ G˜γ˜ , (19)
where A(γ˜) = {i ∈ M|γ˜i > 0} is the set of admitted
downlink connections, Tγ˜ =
∏
i∈M {γ˜tari , 0}, F˜γ˜ is given by
(12), and G˜γ˜ represents the space of downlink SINR vectors
for which the priority constraints hold, i.e.,
G˜γ˜ = {γ˜|if ∃i ∈MKq for any 1 < q ≤ K s.t. γ˜i ≥ γ˜tari
then γ˜j ≥ γ˜tarj for each q′ < q and j ∈MKq′}. (20)
In what follows, we construct novel relationships between
a power vector and its corresponding SINR vector for devis-
ing low-complexity feasibility checking mechanisms for both
uplink and downlink communication models. Then, using the
derived relationships, we devise novel admission metrics and
propose two efficient but low-complexity JPAC algorithms to
solve each of the problems in (18) and (19) for prioritized
multi-tier cellular wireless networks for both uplink and down-
link communications.
IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY FEASIBILITY CHECKING
MECHANISM
The problem of finding the maximum feasible set of users
for admission control with/without the priority constraints
is generally NP-hard ([3], [26], [27]), and needs exhaustive
search through all possible SINR vectors γ ∈ Tγ . Therefore,
practical JPAC algorithms generally obtain a sub-optimal
solution of the maximum feasible set problem by iteratively
removing the unsupported users according to some admission
4A minimal power vector is the one among feasible power vectors that is
not greater (component-wise) than any other feasible power vector.
metric and checking the feasibility of the remaining set of
users at each iteration until the system becomes feasible.
The process of checking the feasibility of admitted users at
each iteration is generally the most significant contributor
to the complexity of all such algorithms. This is mostly
accomplished by checking the feasibility of the power vector
corresponding to the desired SINR vector through (7) or (11)
which needs matrix inversion with the complexity of O(M3).
Another way is to obtain the equilibrium power vector from
the iterative constrained target-SINR tracking power control
(TPC) algorithm proposed in [28]–[30] whose complexity and
speed of convergence are not known in advance and depends
on the network parameters.
In what follows, for the uplink scenario, wherein the trans-
mit power of each user is limited to a maximum threshold,
we first obtain a novel and low-complexity relationship that
maps the uplink SINRs of the users to the corresponding
transmit powers of the users based on which a low-complexity
feasibility checking mechanism for cellular networks is de-
vised for the uplink system model. On the other hand, the
downlink total transmit power of each BS must be limited.
Therefore, for the downlink scenario, we obtain a similar novel
relationship between the downlink SINRs of the users and
the total downlink transmit powers of the BSs. The derived
relations can be employed in the JPAC algorithms instead of
the feasibility checking mechanisms in (7) or (11) to decrease
the complexity of such algorithms substantially.
A. Uplink Low-Complexity Feasibility Checking
Proposition 2: Given an uplink SINR vector γ =
[γ1, γ2, ..., γM ]
T, the corresponding power vector p that results
in γ is obtained from
pi =
γi
γi + 1
Φbi
hbii
, ∀i ∈M, (21)
where Φ = [Φ1,Φ2, ...,ΦB ]T is obtained as
Φ(γ) = (I−H(γ))−1 N, (22)
in which I is a B×B identity matrix, N = [N1, N2, ..., NB ]T,
and H is a B ×B matrix whose elements are obtained by
Hmn =

∑
i∈MBm
γi
γi+1
, if m = n,∑
i∈MBn
hmi
hni
γi
γi+1
, if m 6= n. (23)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Corollary 1: An uplink SINR vector γ is feasible if and
only if
0 ≤ Φm(γ) ≤ Φmaxm (γ), ∀m ∈ B, (24)
where Φm(γ) is obtained from (22) and Φmaxm (γ) =
min
i∈MBm
{pmaxi hmi(γi+1)γi }.
6B. Downlink Low-Complexity Feasibility Checking
Proposition 3: Given a downlink SINR vector γ˜ =
[γ˜1, γ˜2, ..., γ˜M ]
T, the corresponding power vector p˜ that results
in γ˜ is obtained from
p˜i =
1
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
×
(∑
n∈B
h˜inP˜n + N˜i
)
, (25)
where P˜ = [P˜1, P˜2, ..., P˜B ]T is obtained as
P˜(γ˜) =
(
I− H˜(γ˜)
)−1
N˜∗, (26)
in which I is a B × B identity matrix, N˜∗ =
[N˜∗1 , N˜
∗
2 , ..., N˜
∗
B ]
T, where
N˜∗m =
∑
i∈MBm
1
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
N˜i, (27)
and H˜ is a B ×B matrix whose elements are obtained from
H˜mn =

∑
i∈MBm
γ˜i
γ˜i+1
, if m = n,∑
i∈MBn
h˜in
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i+1
, if m 6= n. (28)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Corollary 2: A downlink SINR vector γ˜ is feasible if and
only if
0 ≤ P˜m(γ) ≤ P˜maxm , ∀m ∈ B, (29)
where P˜m(γ) is obtained from (26).
Remark 1: The computational complexities of calculating
(I−H(γ)) in (22) from (23) and (I− H˜(γ˜)) in (26) from
(28) are both of O(M×B). Thus, together with the complexity
of the inversion of the corresponding matrices, the overall
complexity of feasibility checking of a given uplink or down-
link SINR vector through (24) or (29), respectively, is only of
O(B3 +M×B). This is significantly smaller compared to the
complexity of the traditional feasibility checking mechanisms
through (7) or (11) which is of O(M3). This is because, the
number of users (M ) is generally much higher than the number
of BSs (B). Considering the fact that feasibility checking is
generally the most significant contributor to the complexity
of JPAC algorithms in traditional non-prioritized single-tier or
prioritized multi-tier cellular networks, by applying our pro-
posed feasibility checking mechanism, the complexities of the
existing JPAC algorithms can be significantly reduced. Also,
the proposed mechanism provides insights into developing
efficient JPAC algorithms for multi-tier wireless networks.
V. PROPOSED JPAC ALGORITHMS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
In what follows, based on the low-complexity SINR-to-
power relations obtained in the previous section, we propose
two low-complexity and efficient JPAC algorithms, namely,
the Multi-tier Effective Stepwise user removal with high-
priority user Protection Algorithm (MESPA), and Multi-tier
Low-complexity Stepwise user removal with high-priority
user Protection Algorithm (MLSPA). The properties of the
proposed algorithms are also investigated. With the objective
of maximizing the number of supported users, the key idea in
both algorithms is to devise low-complexity removal metrics
based on the obtained SINR-to-power relations. The removal
metrics are then employed in the proposed JPAC algorithms
by iteratively finding and removing the candidates accord-
ing to the removal metrics and checking the feasibility of
the system through the proposed low-complexity feasibility
checking mechanisms until the system becomes feasible. In
finding the removal candidates, we first find the BS with
maximum infeasibility measure and then, among the users
served by that BS, we find the user whose removal results
in the maximal decrease in the infeasibility measure and
approximal infeasibility measure of that BS in the MESPA and
MLSPA, respectively, as formally described in the following
subsection.
A. Proposed JPAC Algorithms
In what follows, we first present the MESPA and then
we revise the admission metric of MESPA to form a new
admission metric with lower complexity and propose the
MLSPA. The lower complexity of MLSPA leads to a slight
degradation in network performance compared to that for
MESPA as will be shown in the numerical results.
1) MESPA: Assume that all users in the network are
initially admitted and assigned with their target-SINRs (i.e.,
A ← M and γi = γtari for the uplink and γ˜i = γ˜tari for the
downlink communication scenarios for all i ∈ M). Simulta-
neous admission of all users may result in the infeasibility of
the system. For such a scenario, we devise a low-complexity
iterative strategy through which at each step, some users are
removed (aiming at a small number of removals) from the set
of active users until the remaining set of active users results
in a feasible prioritized system. The process of determining
the removal candidate for an infeasible system at each step is
accomplished in two phases: determination of the candidate
BS/BSs from which some users have to be removed and then
finding the removal candidate among the users associated with
the corresponding BS/BSs.
The BS/BSs from which some users have to be removed
is/are determined as the one/ones with the lowest priority
which has/have at-least one active user. Suppose that BSs
BKq ⊂ B with the priority level q have been chosen as such
BSs. In what follows we describe how the removal candidate
is determined from MKq where MKq ⊂ M is the subset of
users having the admission priority of q ∈ K associated with
BSs BKq .
Let γA and γ˜A denote the SINRs of the users when all
admitted users (any user i ∈ A) are assigned with their
target-SINRs and other removed users are assigned with zero
SINR in the uplink and downlink communication scenarios,
respectively. Also, assume that γA and γ˜A are infeasible SINR
vectors. This means that (24) and (29) do not hold for at
least one BS m ∈ B in the uplink and downlink scenarios,
respectively. Let n∗ ∈ B and n˜∗ ∈ B be the BSs with
maximum infeasibility measure for the uplink and downlink
7communications, respectively, defined as follows:
n∗=

argmax
n∈B|Φn(γA)<0
{Φn(γA)}, if ∃n∈B s.t. Φn(γA)<0
argmax
n∈B|Φn(γA)>Φmaxn (γ)
{Φn(γA)−Φmaxn (γ)}, otherwise,
(30)
and
n˜∗=

argmax
n∈B|P˜n(γ˜A)<0
{P˜n(γ˜A)}, if ∃n∈B s.t. P˜n(γ˜A)<0
argmax
n∈B|P˜n(γ˜A)>P˜maxn
{P˜n(γ˜A)−P˜maxn }, otherwise.
(31)
Note that n∗ and n˜∗ in (30) and (31), respectively, are first
selected from the BSs for whom the lower-bound feasibility
condition is violated (i.e., BSs m for which Φm < 0 or
P˜m < 0) and therefore BSs with lower-bound infeasibility are
supposed to have more degree of infeasibility as compared
with those with upper-bound infeasibility (i.e., BSs m for
which Φm > Φmaxm or P˜m > P˜
max
m ). This is because, for a
given BS m ∈ B with lower-bound infeasibility, successive
removals of active users first leads to the lower-bound feasi-
bility (Φm ≥ 0 or P˜m ≥ 0) and then results in the upper-bound
feasibility (Φm ≤ Φmaxm or P˜m ≤ P˜maxm ).
At each removal iteration, we may determine the removal
candidate i∗ ∈ MKq ∩ A or i˜∗ ∈ MKq ∩ A as the one whose
removal leads to the maximal decrease in the infeasibility
measure of the BSs n∗ ∈ B or n˜∗ ∈ B in the uplink and
downlink communications, respectively, i.e.,
i∗=

argmin
i∈MKq ∩A|Φn∗(γA\{i})>Φmaxn∗ (γA\{i})
{Φn∗(γA\{i})− Φmaxn∗ (γA\{i})},
if ∃i∈MBn∗ s.t. Φn∗(γA\{i})>Φmaxn∗ (γA\{i})
argmin
i∈MKq ∩A|Φn∗ (γA\{i})<0
{Φn∗(γA\{i})}, otherwise.
(32)
and
i˜∗=

argmin
i∈MKq ∩A|P˜n˜∗(γ˜A\{i})>P˜maxn∗
{P˜n˜∗(γ˜A\{i})− P˜maxn˜∗ )},
if ∃i∈MBn˜∗ s.t. P˜n˜∗(γ˜A\{i})>P˜maxn˜∗
argmin
i∈MKq ∩A|P˜n˜∗ (γ˜A\{i})<0
{P˜n˜∗(γ˜A\{i})}, otherwise.
(33)
Based on what has been discussed so far, the MESPA
JPAC for prioritized multi-tier wireless networks is proposed
in Algorithm 1.
It is seen from step 7 of MESPA and from (32) and
(33) that the determination of the removal candidate at each
iteration needs |MKq ∩A| times of matrix inversions. In what
follows, we propose another algorithm with less complexity
which needs only one matrix inversion in the calculation of
the removal candidate at each iteration. We first consider the
uplink scenario and then extend the results for the downlink
scenario as well.
Algorithm 1: MESPA
1 Initialization:
2 Let all users be initially admitted (i.e., A ←M) and
assigned with their target-SINRs.
3 Let q ← K to start removing users from the cells
having the lowest priority.
4 Admission Control:
5 Calculate Φ(γA) from (22) for the uplink case or
P˜(γ˜A) from (26) for the downlink case.
6 if γA for the uplink case is infeasible (checked through
(24)) or γ˜A for the downlink case is infeasible
(checked through (29)) then
7 while |MKq ∩ A| = 0 do
8 if q > 1 then
9 q ← q − 1
10 else
11 None of the users can be supported,
terminate the algorithm.
12 end
13 end
14 Determine n∗ ∈ B for the uplink case from (30) or
n˜∗ ∈ B for the downlink case from (31).
15 Let A ← A \ {i∗} for the uplink case, where i∗ is
obtained by (32), or A ← A \ {˜i∗} for the
downlink case where i˜∗ is obtained by (33)
16 end
17 Power Calculation:
18 Calculate the power vector corresponding to γA for the
uplink case using (21) or the power vector
corresponding to γ˜A for the downlink case using (25).
2) MLSPA: Similar to the previous algorithm, consider that
all users in the uplink communication are initially admitted
and also assume that at each iteration, n∗ ∈ B is determined
from (30). We determine the removal candidate i∗ from the
set of users associated with BSs BKq as the one with maximum
approximal decrease in the infeasibility measure of BS n∗. To
do this, we use the first-order sensitivity analysis of matrix
Φ. From (22), let A = I−H(γA) and Φ = A−1N. The
partial derivative of Φn∗ with respect to the coefficients of A
is obtained as follows [31]:
∂Φn∗
∂Amn
= −(A−1)n∗mΦn. (34)
Therefore, by using the first-order Taylor series expansion,
the variation of Φn∗ (denoted by ∆Φn∗ ) with respect to the
marginal variation of the coefficients of A (denoted by ∆Amn)
is expressed as
∆Φn∗ =
∑
m,n∈B
−(A−1)n∗mΦn∆Amn. (35)
Let ∆Φin∗ denote the variation of ∆Φn∗ when user i ∈M is
removed from the set of admitted users. From (23) and (35)
we have
∆Φin∗ =
∑
m,n∈B
−(A−1)n∗mΦn∆Aimn, (36)
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∆Aimn =

− γiγi+1 , if m = n and i ∈MBm,
−hmihni
γi
γi+1
, if m 6= n and i ∈MBn ,
0, else.
(37)
It can be verified from (36) and (37) that ∆Φin∗ can be
rewritten as
∆Φin∗ = −Φbi
∑
m∈B
(A−1)n∗m∆′Aim, (38)
where
∆′Aim =
{
− γiγi+1 , if m = bi,
−hmihbii
γi
γi+1
, if m 6= bi. (39)
Thus, the removal candidate i∗ among the users having the
admission priority of q is obtained as follows:
i∗ = argmax
i∈MKq
|∆Φin∗ |
= argmax
i∈MKq
|Φbi
∑
m∈B
(A−1)n∗m∆′Aim|. (40)
Similar to the uplink communication scenario, the removal
candidate i˜∗ at each iteration of the removal process in the
downlink scenario is obtained as
i˜∗ = argmax
i∈MKq
|∆P˜ in˜∗ |
= argmax
i∈MKq
|P˜bi
∑
m∈B
(A˜−1)n˜∗m∆′A˜im|, (41)
where A˜ = I− H˜(γ˜A) and P˜ = A˜−1N˜∗ and
∆′A˜im =
{
− γ˜iγ˜i+1 , if m = bi,
−hibihim
γ˜i
γ˜i+1
, if m 6= bi.
(42)
Therefore, MESPA may be revised to obtain the new JPAC
algorithm (Algorithm 2).
B. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithms
We consider the worst-case complexity of the algorithms
where all users are removed from the set of active users.
First note that in the calculation of Φ and P˜, the coefficients
of I−H(γA) and I− H˜(γ˜A) may be computed once at
the initialization phase with complexity of O(M ×B) and
updated for the next steps/iterations with complexity of O(1).
In MESPA, for feasibility checking, at each iteration of the
removal process, we need matrix inversion |A| times. Since
there could be at-most M iterations, the overall complexity of
MESPA is of O(M×B) +∑M|A|=1 |A|O(B3) = O(M2×B3).
In MLSPA, we need only one matrix inversion at each of the
removal iterations. Therefore, the complexity of MLSPA is
obtained as O(M×B) +∑M|A|=1O(B3) = O(M×B3).
Algorithm 2: MLSPA
1 Initialization:
2 This is same as the initialization phase of MESPA
3 Admission Control:
4 For the uplink case, calculate A=I−H(γA) from (22)
and Φ = A−1N and for the downlink case, calculate
A˜=I−H˜(γ˜A) from (26) and Φ = A˜−1N˜∗.
5 if γA for the uplink case is infeasible (checked through
(24)) or γ˜A for the downlink case is infeasible
(checked through (29)) then
6 while |MKq ∩ A| = 0 do
7 if q > 1 then
8 q ← q − 1
9 else
10 None of the users can be supported,
terminate the algorithm.
11 end
12 end
13 Determine n∗ ∈ B for the uplink case from (30) or
n˜∗ ∈ B for the downlink case from (31).
14 Let A ← A \ {i∗} for the uplink case, where i∗ is
obtained by (40), or A ← A \ {˜i∗} for the
downlink case where i˜∗ is obtained by (41)
15 end
16 Power Calculation:
17 This is same as the power calculation phase of
MESPA.
C. Comparison Among the Proposed and Existing Algorithms
Table I shows the main features of our proposed algorithms
compared with those of the most well-known JPAC algorithms
for two-tier prioritized cellular networks (i.e., cognitive radio
networks), namely, ISMIRA [10], CIGSA, and CPCSA [19],
LGRA [12], and ESRPA and ELGRA [13]5. In the process of
checking whether a subset of admitted low-priority users (i.e.,
SUs) guarantee the protection of all high-priority users (i.e.,
PUs), it is assumed in ISMIRA, CIGSA, CPCSA and LGRA
that the interference imposed from SUs to each primary BS
must be kept under a constant value known as the interference
temperature limit (ITL) of that BS. The complexity of check-
ing this is of O(Ms) for each primary BS and of O(BpMs)
for all primary BSs at each iteration of the removal process,
where Ms and Bp denote the total number of SUs and the
total number of primary BSs, respectively. This together with
the complexity of the calculation of the ITLs is integrated into
the total complexity of the aforementioned algorithms.
Note that the complexity of ESRPA and ELGRA are much
less than that of ISMIRA, CIGSA, CPCSA, and LGRA, but
they are designed based on the single-cell model for PRN
5 ISMIRA [10] and LGRA [12] are two well-known power control
algorithms for CRNs against which most of the existing works are compared.
CIGSA and CPCSA [19] are two power control algorithms whose removal
metrics are devised based on the theory of graph coloring and have been
shown to offer good performance. ESRPA and ELGRA [13] algorithms are
computationally very efficient; however, they consider only one primary BS
and one cognitive BS.
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Algorithm
Complexity of feas.
checking of
low-priority users
Complexity of feas.
checking of
high-priority users
Complexity of the
algorithm
No. of supported
cells in each
prioritized level
No. of supported
prioritized tiers
single-cell multi-cell
ISMIRA [10]
iterative and not
predictable
O(MsBp)
O
(
Ms(M
2
s +MsBp + compl. of
feas. checking of low-priority users
)
+ compl. of calculating ITLs
X 2
CIGSA [19] O(M3s ) O(MsBp)
O(M3s (M
3
s +MsBp)) +
compl. of calculating ITLs
X 2
CPCSA [19] O(M3s ) O(MsBp)
O(Ms(M
3
s +MsBp)) +
compl. of calculating ITLs
X 2
LGRA [12] O(M3s ) O(MsBp)
higher than O(M2s (Ms + Bp))
+ compl. of calculating ITLs
X 2
ESRPA [13] integrated into the complexity of the algorithm O(M2s ) X 2
ELGRA [13] integrated into the complexity of the algorithm O(Ms log(Ms)) X 2
MESPA O(B3 +MB) O(M2B3) X K ≥ 1Our
algorithms MLSPA O(B3 +MB) O(MB3) X K ≥ 1
and CRN and they do not apply to multi-cell primary and
secondary networks as other algorithms do. It is seen that the
complexities of our proposed algorithms are far below those of
others for multi-cell wireless networks. Besides, all algorithms
other than ours only work for two-tier cognitive radio networks
while both MESPA and MLSPA work for single-tier, two-tier,
and prioritized multi-tier networks.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we first show the performances of our
proposed algorithms for downlink communication scenario in
a network consisting of three tiers and then present numerical
results to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms
for the uplink power control scenario in two-tier cognitive
radio networks as compared to the well-known existing uplink
JPAC algorithms, namely, ISMIRA [10] and LGRA [12].
For all the following simulation scenarios, the noise power
level at the receivers of all links is assumed to be 5× 10−13
Watts and the carrier frequency is 1.9 GHz. The path-gain
of the links are considered to be obtained from the statistical
path-loss and fading model [32] where we set the path-loss
exponent to 3 and consider different values for the standard
deviation of log-normal shadowing for different simulation
scenarios. Note that in the simulations we use normalized
values of the SINRs. The actual SINR of each user is its
normalized SINR multiplied by the processing gain. For
example, if the processing gain is equal to 100, the actual
SINR is 20 dB higher than the normalized SINR.
A. Downlink Scenario for a Three-tier Network
To show the performance of our proposed algorithms in
multi-tier downlink communication scenario, we consider a
three-tier wireless network as shown in Fig. 3 in which there
exist two rectangular 1000m × 1000m macrocells (tier 1),
together with several circular picocells (tier 2) each having
a radius of 100m and several square-like femtocells (tier 3)
each having the dimensions of 20m × 20m located inside
the coverage area of the two macrocells. The BSs of the
two macrocells are located at a distance of d m according
d
Macrocell BSs
Picocell BSs
Femtocell BSs
Macrocell Users
Picocell Users
Femtocell Users
Fig. 3. The three-tier network structure to show the performance of our
proposed algorithms in the downlink communication scenario, consisting two
macrocells (tier 1), several picocells (tier 2), and several femtocells (tier 3).
to the figure. The BSs of the picocells and femtocells together
with all users of the macrocells, picocells and femtocells are
randomly located inside the corresponding coverage areas ac-
cording to homogeneous Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) with
different intensities. The BS of each femtocell and picocell
is located at the centre of the corresponding cell. We have
considered d = 300m, the heights of the macrocell, picocell,
and femtocell BSs are 20m, 20m, and 0m, respectively, and the
maximum allowed transmit power of the macrocell, picocell,
and femtocell BSs are considered to be 50W, 0.5W, and 0.1W,
respectively. We also assume that the admission of the macro-
cell, picocell, and femtocell users has the highest, medium,
and lowest priority, respectively. To consider the fading effect
of outdoor-to-indoor and indoor-to-outdoor propagations, the
standard deviation of log-normal fading is considered to be
6 dB for all links whose one side is within a femtocell and
the other side is in some picocell or macrocell. The standard
deviation of fading for all other links is considered to be 4
dB.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the performances of our proposed
algorithms in terms of outage ratio of users for a single
snapshot and average outage ratio of users for 750 independent
snapshots, respectively, versus average total number of users.
The outage ratio for each tier at each snapshot is calculated
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Fig. 4. The outage ratio for each tier versus total number of users of the
network for a single snapshot of the downlink three-tier communication for
the network according to Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. The average outage ratio for each network tier versus total number of
users of the network for 750 independent snapshots of the downlink three-tier
communication for the network according to Fig. 3.
as the ratio of the number of users in that tier who have
been admitted and provided with their target-SINRs and the
total number of users of that tier. To obtain the results, we
assume that there exist an average of 10, 2, and 2 users initially
distributed (according to PPP) in each cell of the tiers 1, 2, and
3, respectively (initially an average of 10, 12, and 20 users in
tiers 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Then, at each step, an average
of 2 users are added to each of the tiers (i.e., an average of 6
users are added to the network) according to PPP inside some
of the cells in the corresponding tier. It is seen from Fig. 4
that the priority constraints are satisfied by considering that in
both MESPA and MLSPA and for each of the total number
of users, if the outage of the users of some tier is higher
than zero and less than unity, then the outage ratio of tiers of
higher and lower priorities are zero and unity, respectively. It
is also seen from Fig. 5 that, for both MESPA and MLSPA, the
average outage ratio of users associated with a higher priority
tier is less than that of users associated with lower priority
tiers. Besides, as seen in both Figs. 4 and 5, MESPA slightly
outperforms MLSPA in terms of outage ratio.
B. Uplink Scenarios for Two-tier Networks
To compare MESPA and MLSPA with the existing JPAC
algorithms for uplink two-tier networks (e.g., a network of
cognitive radios), we consider three scenarios. In the first two
scenarios, we consider two networks each with the area of
1000m × 1000m. Each of the networks consists of a primary
network (PRN) with 2 primary base stations (PBSs) and a
CRN with two secondary base stations (SBSs) according to
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Fig. 7. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different total number of
SUs for the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(a).
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Fig. 8. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different total number of
SUs for the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(b).
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In the third scenario, we consider a 7-cell
hexagonal network as shown in Fig. 6(c) in which there exist
4 primary cells (cells 1, 3, 5, and 7) and 3 secondary cells
(cells 2, 4, and 6). In Fig. 6(a), all PUs and SUs are randomly
spread in the whole coverage area of the network and in Figs.
6(b) and 6(c) all PUs and SUs are randomly located in the area
closer to their serving BSs. We have considered d = 150m in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), and the radius of each hexagonal cell to
be 600m in Fig. 6(c). The heights of all BSs are considered
to be 20 m and the maximum allowed transmit power to be
0.1W for all users. In all the simulations, we assume that there
exist an average of 8 PUs distributed in each cell according to
a PPP (an average of 16 PUs in the networks shown in Figs.
6(a) and 6(b), and average of 32 PUs in the network shown
in Fig. 6(c)). We evaluate the performances of our proposed
algorithms in terms of average outage ratio for the low-priority
users (e.g., SUs). The standard deviation of log-normal fading
is assumed to be 4 dB for all links. All the results for all of
the following simulation scenarios are obtained by averaging
over 2500 independent snapshots.
1) Performance under varying number of low-priority
users: Consider the case where different number of SUs are
distributed according to PPP in each of the cells of the CRN.
The average number of SUs in each cell varies from 6 to 12
with the step-size of one SU (average total of 12 to 24 SUs
with the step size of 2 SUs in the 4-cell network shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), and average total of 18 to 36 SUs with
the step size of 3 SUs in the network shown in Fig. 6(c)).
We consider that the target-SINR for each user is randomly
chosen from the set {−16,−22} dB for the 4-cell network
11
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Fig. 6. Three different scenarios for evaluation of the performances of our proposed algorithms, where (a) and (b) show 4-cell networks wherein users are
randomly spread throughout the network area and in the area closer to their serving BSs, respectively, and (c) shows a network having 7 hexagonal cells
consisting of 4 primary and 3 secondary cells.
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Fig. 9. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different total number of
SUs for the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(c).
shown in Fig. 6(a), and from the set {−10,−16} dB for the
networks shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show
the average outage ratio of SUs for the networks shown in
Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively. In addition to the lower
computational complexity of MESPA and MLSPA as shown in
Table I, from all of these figures it is observed that, with these
algorithms, a higher average number of SUs can be supported
when compared with ISMIRA and LGRA, for all values of
total number of SUs in all the scenarios. It is also seen that
MESPA offers a slightly superior performance when compared
with MLSPA at the cost of a higher computational complexity.
2) Performance under varying target-SINR of users: To
show how the performances of the algorithms are affected by
different values of the target-SINRs of the users, we consider
the case where there exist an average of 8 SUs distributed
(according to PPP) in each cell (average of 16 SUs in the
networks according to Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), and average of 24
SUs in the network according to Fig. 6(c)). We consider that
the target-SINR of each user (PU or SU) is randomly chosen
from the set of {γ, γ−6} dB in all scenarios for all algorithms.
Here γ varies from -18 to -12 dB with the step size of 1 dB
for the network in Fig. 6(a), and varies from -14 to -8 dB with
the step size of 1 dB for the networks in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c).
Figs. 10, 11, and 12 show the average outage ratio of SUs of
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Fig. 10. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of γ for
the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(a).
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Fig. 11. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of γ for
the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(b).
the networks in Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively. It is
observed that our proposed algorithms offer a lower average
outage ratio for the SUs in comparison to that for ISMIRA
and LGRA for all values of γ.
3) Performance under varying standard deviation of
shadow fading: Finally, the effect of different values of the
standard deviation of log-normal fading is studied. As in the
previous scenario, we consider the case where there exist an
average of 8 SUs distributed according to PPP in each cell
(average of 16 SUs in the networks shown in Figs. 6(a) and
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Fig. 12. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of γ for
the uplink scenario in Fig. 6(c).
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Fig. 13. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of the
standard deviation of the log-normal fading for the uplink scenario in Fig.
6(a).
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Fig. 14. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of the
standard deviation of the log-normal fading for the uplink scenario in Fig.
6(b).
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Fig. 15. Average outage ratio for the SUs versus different values of the
standard deviation of the log-normal fading for the uplink scenario in Fig.
6(c).
6(b), and average of 24 SUs in the network shown in Fig. 6(c)).
We consider that the target-SINR for each user is randomly
chosen from the set {−16,−22} dB for the 4-cell network
shown in Fig. 6(a), and from the set {−10,−16} dB for the
networks shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). Figs. 13, 14, and 15
show the average outage ratio of the SUs for the networks
scenarios according to Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively,
versus different values of the standard deviation of log-normal
fading varying from 0 to 6 dB with the step size of 1 dB. It
is seen that as the standard deviation of the fading increases,
all algorithms show higher average outage ratio. Besides, the
performances of our proposed algorithms are always better
than those of ISMIRA and LGRA.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have studied the problem of obtaining the maximum
feasible set of users in prioritized multi-tier infrastructure-
based cellular networks. We have first obtained a simple rela-
tionship between a given SINR vector and its corresponding
uplink/downlink power vector based on which we have devised
two novel JPAC algorithms for underlay cellular wireless
networks. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed algo-
rithms are the first JPAC algorithms for prioritized multi-tier
cellular networks in the literature supporting more than two
priority levels. The complexities of our proposed algorithms
are much lower than those of existing algorithms. Numerical
results show that, when compared to existing algorithms, our
proposed algorithms support higher number of users with their
QoS requirements by considering the priority constraints. The
effects of channel gain uncertainties on the performances of the
proposed JPAC algorithms and development of robust JPAC
algorithms for prioritized multi-tier cellular networks will be
considered in our future work.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Let Φbi be the total received power plus noise at the BS
serving user i, i.e.,
Φbi =
∑
j∈M
hbijpj+Nbi . (43)
From (6) and (43), we have
γi =
hbiipi
Φbi − hbiipi
, ∀i ∈M. (44)
This results in
pi =
γi
γi + 1
Φbi
hbii
. (45)
From (45), for each m,n ∈ B, the following is obtained:∑
i∈MBn
pihmi = Φn
∑
i∈MBn
hmi
hni
γi
γi + 1
. (46)
By letting m = n and adding
∑
i/∈MBmpihmi + Nm to both
sides of (46), Φm is obtained as
Φm =
∑
i/∈MBm
(
pihmi
)
+Nm
1− ∑
i∈MBm
(
γi
γi+1
) . (47)
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From (46) and (47) we have
Φm =
∑
n∈B
n 6=m
∑
i∈MBn
(
pihmi
)
+Nm
1− ∑
i∈MBm
(
γi
γi+1
)
=
∑
n∈B
n 6=m
Φn
∑
i∈MBn
hmi
hni
γi
γi+1
+Nm
1− ∑
i∈MBm
(
γi
γi+1
) . (48)
This results in
Φm
1− ∑
i∈MBm
(
γi
γi + 1
)−∑
n∈B
n 6=m
Φn
∑
i∈MBn
hmi
hni
γi
γi + 1
= Nm, m = 1, 2, ..., B. (49)
Writing (49) in matrix form results in (22).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Let Φ˜i be the total received power plus noise at user i. We
have
Φ˜i =
∑
j∈M
h˜ibjpj+ N˜i. (50)
Similar to (45), from (10) we have
p˜i =
γ˜i
(γ˜i + 1)
Φ˜i
h˜ibi
, ∀i ∈M. (51)
(50) can be rewritten as
Φ˜i =
∑
j∈M
h˜ibjpj+ N˜i
=
∑
j∈M1˜
hibjpj +
∑
j∈M2˜
hibjpj + · · ·+
∑
j∈MB˜
hibjpj + N˜i
= h˜i1
∑
j∈M1
pj + h˜i2
∑
j∈M2
pj + · · ·+ h˜iB
∑
j∈MB
pj + N˜i
=
∑
n∈B
h˜inP˜n + N˜i. (52)
From (51) and (52), for each i ∈M we have
p˜i =
1
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
×
(∑
n∈B
h˜inP˜n + N˜i
)
. (53)
For any m ∈ B, summing the two parts of (53) over all i ∈
MBm results in∑
i∈MBm
p˜i =
∑
i∈MBm
∑
n∈B
h˜in
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
P˜n +
∑
i∈MBm
1
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
N˜i
=
∑
n∈B
P˜n
 ∑
i∈MBm
h˜in
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
+ ∑
i∈MBm
1
h˜ibi
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
N˜i.
(54)
Therefore,
P˜m =
∑
n∈B
n 6=m
P˜n
 ∑
i∈MBm
h˜in
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
+ P˜m ∑
i∈MBm
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
+
∑
i∈MBm
1
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
N˜i, (55)
and thus
P˜m
1−∑
i∈MBm
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
−∑
n∈B
n 6=m
P˜n
 ∑
i∈MBm
h˜in
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
 =
∑
i∈MBm
1
h˜im
γ˜i
γ˜i + 1
N˜i. (56)
Writing (56) in matrix form results in (26).
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